SEEDLING H EACTIONS

ANTIBIOTICS, CLOUDSEEDING AND LIFE
ENERGY

By ROBERT A. McCULLOCCII °

Antibiotics:
On severa] occasions Wilhelm Reich had remarked to this writer
that it was his belief that some antibiotics were essentially deadly to
living organisms. On july 27, 1954, he suggested making some experiments which would test the validity of this hypothesis. Two survey
experiments have subsequently been carried out.
The theory behind the use of seeds in this and subsequent experiments is that delicate tender seedlings are expanding life systems. As
such their reactions to different substances would indicate the basic
nature of such substances as regards a life-positive or life-negative nature. Life-positive substances in their environment would be followed
by increased germination, enhanced growth and a minimum of fungai
development; white life-negative materiais would have a converse
effect (Reich).
The first experiment was started on August 5, 1954. Clover and
sunflower seeds were placed on moistened filter paper in Petri dish
bases and covered with an inverted bowl to reduce evaporation. Water
alone (ca. lOcc.) was added to one dish—the control—and water and
250 mg. of aureomycin was added to the other dish.
The clover seeds began to germinate the following day. The
germination rate was about 80% for the control and only 25% for the
aureomycin setup. The clover seedlings in the control continued to
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•ruw normally resulting in a dense profuse green cluster. Those which
had aureomycin as part of their environment, however, did not grow.
The few that had germinated soon died with a maximum root growth
of 2 to 3 mm. No leaves emerged.
The first sunflower seeds germinated twa days after the experiinent began. Both setups had 90% gennination. However, those
seedlings in the aureomycin dish ali died after protruding roots of
ahout one centimeter in length. 'The exposed cotyledon leaves recame
more and more chlorotic (yellow) indicating both the inability to fonn
chlorophyll and the loss of blue os ( Reich, COSMIC SlTPEIUMPOSMON )
On the other hand, the sunflower seedlings in the water alone control
grew vigorously and lushly.
A further indication of the deadliness of aureomycin was the profuse development of black, gray and yellow "fungus- on both the
clover and sunflower seedlings in the aureomycin dish the second clay
after the experiment began. Three days later the only fungus in the
control dish was a sparse growth on the cast seed
At the conclusion of this first experiment, a similar but more estensive one was initiated. Clover and sunflower seeds were again used
as test organisms, and the gennination setups were the same as those
used previonsly. In this second experiment four different antibiotics
were tested. These were: penicillin, aureomycin, terramycin and chloromycetin. Between 10 and 15 mgs. of each antibiotic were added to
their respective germination dishes. Four days after the experiment
began, the following ohservations were made:
NVater alone control: There was a good growth of green clover with
spreading cotyledouous leaves. The sunflowers had ali germinated,
the leaves had a dark green color, and roots had developed to between 1 and 2 centimeters long. There was no fungus.
Prnicillin: Growth in this setup was very similar to that in the control.
There was little fungai development. lt was noted, however, that
the originally white penicillin had turned slightly brownish.
Aureonlycin: This setup appeared very similar to the corresponding one
in the first experiment. The reduction from 250 mgs. to 15 mgs.
did not show a proportionate reduction in toxicity. The root tips
of the sunflower seedlings appeared burnt and they had ali turned
up at the tip—away from the antibiotic-containing fluid.
Trrraanycin: While germination was fair in both the clover and simflowers, no chlorophyll developed in either species. In addition,
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no root hairs forined on the sunflower roots as is their wont.
Fungai development was quite evident.
Chloromycetin: Chlorosts was very evident in both the clover and
sunflower seedlings. Considerable fungai development was evident—especially on the clover. It was also quite obvious that the
clover seedlings had twisted iu their growth until they were very
grotesque.
When the experiment was terminated two weeks after it was stades!.
the followin g results were observed:
Writer ulone control: Growth of both the clover and sunflower seedlings was normal and ali had good color. There was some mattine
white fungos amongst the clover roots.
Penicil/in: Both the clover and sunflower seedlings showed very lush
and pmftise growth—it was much more lush than the control. There
was only a sparse amount of gray fungus on the clover roots.
Atrreomyrin: All seedlings were dead, save for one lone sunflower.
which appeared as if it might persist if allowed to. Eroded areas
were evident on its leaves—as if they were eaten out by acids.
The entire surface of the dish was covered with gray, white and
yellow fungus. and the whole was quite malodorous.
Terrainyein: All the clover was dead. Three stunted, chlorotic sunfiowers appeared to be just maintaining their own. -Eaten out.'
areas were evident on their leaves. Gray. black and yellow fungo.
covered most of the dish.
Chloromyretin: All of the seedlings sove Mie lone sunflower were dead
This one was stunted and chlorotic—but still existing. Greenish.
yellow, °range, black and gray fungus covered the rest of the
There experiments were designed to determine what effect araibintics had on life energy—whetber they were life-positive (as both
daimed and implied by their manufacturers) or were life-negative
helieved by Reich. With the single exception of penicillin, a11 of the
antibiotics tested proved to be life-negative---creating environincnts
where growth stopped and only degeneration and fungai development
continued. They lived up to their name: anti-biotic ( anti-life). Penicillin, the first antibiotic discovered, appeared to be life-positive.
The question remains as to just how these substances, derived from
fungi, function in those cases of human disease and illness where tire
obviously do function. Two possibilities come to mind:
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1. Antibiotics are deadly to life—but they are even more deadly to
lower, weaker disease forms than to higher organisms. Many
chemotherapeutic chemicals appear to work in this fashion—sulfa
drugs for example (see Reich, ()EB IV, 2).
2. Antibiotics have a goading effect—the addition of this new poisou
to an iil person causes his bioenergetic structure to become excited to higher functioning leveis; thereby overcoming both the
antibiotic and the original disorder. Malarial therapy of syphilis
is a analogous situation.
Whatever the final answer, the many daims of a life-positive fature
to these "wonder drugs» are obviously false.
Cloudseeding
The chemical seeding of clouds is somewhat analogous to the in¡cetim of antihiotics finto an organism. Both involve the addition of
foreign substances to an energy system and the results are not highly
predictable.
Cloudseeding began using carbon dioxide in the forro of dry ice.
tried various other substances such as lead oxide vapor, potassium
iodide, etc., and has currently settled pretty much on silver iodide as
.1 standard chemical for cloudseeding operations. It will be noted that
ali of these substances are toxic to life (except potassium iodide in
troce amounts); while non-toxic chemicals that appear to have ali of the
desired attributes for the cloudseeding theory are not med. Wilhelm
Reich advanced the idea that the addition of these chemicals to a cloud
destroyed or immobilized the cohesive ou energy of that cloud. Locking the facilities and time for the actual seeding of clouds, the alternative method of determining the effect of silver iodide upon life energy
was tried at bis suggestion in a preliminary survey.
Silver iodide (AgI) was prepared, purified and dried. It was
traind to be an extremely fine, canary yellow precipitate, bionous in nature
loa showing no motility whatsoever. Single bions are olear and
yellow, but where they are clustered they become very dark. Dried
Agi placed near a drop of water pulls water to it until each bion is enclosed by a water envelope. In this respect it is much less effective
than many other chemicals—calcium chloride for example.
AgI is highly insoluble in water. This fact made difficult aro•
experimentation along convencional lines. It also pointed out the fact
that any effect it would have on living organisms would not be a cheinirai effect per se. H- is chemically inactive in aqueous solutions. and
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is only soluble in such toxic solvents as potassiinn cyanide and benzene.
Microscopic examination of an orgonomia culture (minute protozoa
from Experiment XX—see Reich, THE CANCEI1 Bionstur ). to which
a tiny amount of Agi was added showed some of the orgonomia
trapped in the field of the Agl flakes. The orgonomia would struggle violently for a long time but appeared to be unable to break loose. Finally
they would cease struggling and remain immobile. There appeared to
be a selectiva factor involved in the initial entrapment as many orgo.
nomia would pass very dose to the trapped oves and to the AgI flakes
themselves withottt becoming caught.
Clover seeds germinated in Petri dishes to which about a decigrant
of AgI was added showed both a delay and a reduction in germination
compared with similar setups less the Agi. In one case the reduction
in germination was 80f, . Clover seedlings in the AgI dishes were
greatly stunted.
Sunflower seeds also showed, to a lesser extent, this reduction in
germination. An additional effect was noted with the sunflowers in
that chlorophyll development was greatly restricted in those seedlings
in the AgI dishes. The plants. while showing great tenacity of life.
were very pale and sickly looking.
The development of "fungi" was almost unrestricted in the Agi
dishes; while what little developed in the non-AgI controls was confined to the cast seed coats.
Sniall onion bulbs placed on the surface of AgI and water, and
water
alone showed three times the root growth in the former over
na
the latter. This stiinulation was also evident in the shoot growth.
Subsequent investigations have tended to bear out the above results. The conclusion to be drawn from these experiments is that
Agi is anti-life—that it immobilizes life energy (Reich). In this respect
it is very similar to antibiotics and they both show the anti-life trend
of current science.
Having established the anti-life energy character of one of the
chemicals used in seeding clouds, there follows next the question of
what happens to a cloud when these chemicals are dropped into it.
Data from the U. S. Weather Bureau throw some light on the subject
(tr. S. Weather Bureau Research Papers 30, 31 and 33).
The Weather Bureau in 1948-49 carried out several extensive ia'
vestigations on cloud seeding. Most of the experiments were conducted using dry ice pellets, but some were made using water alone atai
one used lead oxide vapor. Twn points immediately strxxl out:
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1. The precipitation results were ahnost completely negative.
2. Instead of causing clouds to increase in size, they were caused
to dissipate.
When the dry ice pellets were dropped into the upper surface of
a cloud, there would be an immediate dissipation in the area of the
drop. This dissipating area would extend and grow to a distinet
trough or depression. In some cases this would even extend to the
formation of a complete bole in the cloud. A haze was often noted in
thr depression along with misty fragments. These depressions were
usual!), quite persistent. Often the fonnation of mie trough would
trigger the formation of other troughs in nearby clouds. The effects
of dry ice (dropped as 1,4 inch pellets at the rate of from 2 to 24 pounds
per atile, or a bucketful ia one spot); water sprayed or dropped, lead
oxide vapor and potassium iodide were ali quite similar if not identictd.
The actual amount used seemed to make little difference. This point
indicates a trigger action rather than any mass physical effect.
A point brought out by the Weather Bureau reports was that—in
clouds other than thunderheads—if ali the moisture in a single cloud
eouid be caused to fali, it would gire a maximum precipitation of 0.2
inches. An effective weather control system needs then to be able to
cause self continuing storms where more and more moisture is drawn
tato it so that 1 or 2 inches of raio mav fali. Cloudseeding fails ia ali
respects on this point. In cloudseeding the attention is directed to the
individual cloud—not to storms; the seeding of clouds results in the
dissipation of clouds rather than precipitation; and when building clouds
—which would continue to build to higher on potentials and water content i.e., storms ( Reich)—are seeded, they stop building ia most cases
and dissipate.
A further confinnation of these findings is given by the Chairman
of the Presidenes Advisory Committee on Weather Control, Howard T.
Orville (Trans. N. Y. Acad. of Science, Nov., 1954). He reported that
ali data received by the Committee had been classified into one of
three classifications:
Acceptabk Information:

Supercooled stratified clouds can be dissipated by aircraft seeding with dry ice or silver iodide. Water seeding
in warm cimalhas clouds appears to be effective in inducing precipitation
if clouds are more than 5000 feet thick. Dry ice seeding will induce
precipitation if the clouds are big enough.
Doubtfui trifortrudiora: The effectiveness of silver iodide seeding from
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ground generators under drought conditions is doubtful. The economic
value of dry ice and water seeding except under special conditions is
also doubtful.
Very Doubtful _Information: This group inclUded large scale cloudseeding, overseeding and hail and lightning suppression.
Resides the inunediate effects of the dissipation of clouds, Reid,
has pointed out two additional effects of seeding clouds with anti-life
chemicals. The first is that the cohesive tendency of the ou stream in
that area is destroyed and future clouds can not build; and the secou('
is that these chemicals remain suspended in the air for varying lengths
of time carrying their cloud dissipating qualities into distant arcas
thereby adding to the prevailing drought conditions and desert development.

Projeto Arte Org
Redescobrindo e reinterpretando W. Reich
Caro Leitor
Infelizmente, no que se refere a orgonomia, seguir os passos de Wilhelm Reich e de sua equipe de investigadores é uma questão
bastante difícil, polêmica e contraditória, cheia de diferentes interpretações que mais confundem do que ajudam.
Por isto, nós decidimos trabalhar com o material bibliográfico presente nos microfilmes (Wilhelm Reich Collected Works Microfilms) em
forma de PDF, disponibilizados por Eva Reich que já se encontra circulado pela internet, e que abarca o desenvolvimento da orgonomia
de 1941 a 1957.
Dividimos este “material” de acordo com as revistas publicadas pelo instituto de orgonomia do qual o Reich era o diretor.
01- International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research (1942-1945).
02- Orgone Energy Bulletin (1949-1953)
03- CORE Cosmic Orgone Engineering (1954-1956)
E logo dividimos estas revistas de acordo com seus artigos, apresentando-os de forma separada (em PDF), o que facilita a organizálos por assunto ou temas.
Assim, cada qual pode seguir o rumo de suas leituras de acordo com os temas de seu interesse.
Todo o material estará disponível em inglês na nuvem e poderá ser acessado a partir de nossas páginas Web.
Sendo que nosso intuito aqui é simplesmente divulgar a orgonomia, e as questões que a ela se refere, de acordo com o próprio Reich
e seus colaboradores diretos relativos e restritos ao tempo e momento do próprio Reich.
Quanto ao caminho e as postulações de cada um destes colaboradores depois da morte de Reich, já é uma questão que extrapola
nossas possibilidades e nossos interesses. Sendo que aqui somente podemos ser responsáveis por nós mesmos e com muitas restrições.
Alguns destes artigos, de acordo com nossas possiblidades e interesse, já estamos traduzindo.
Não somos tradutores especializados e, portanto, pedimos a sua compreensão para possíveis erros que venham a encontrar.
Em nome da comunidade Arte Org.
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------------------Orgone Biologics
------------------01 Walter Frank. Vegetoterapy 1942
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 1 Number 1 1942
Interval 70-92 Pag. 65-87
02 Wilhelm Reich. The Discovery of the Orgone 1941
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 1 Number 2 1942
Interval 12-36 Pag. 108-130
03 Wilhelm Reich. The Carcinomatous Shrinking Biopathy 1942
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 1 Number 2 1942
Interval 37-61 Pag. 131-155
04 Mary Robert. Shock Therapy as a Subjective Experience 1942
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 1 Number 2 1942
Interval 62-68 Pag. 156-162
05 Wilhelm Reich. The Natural Organization of Protozoa from Orgone Energy Vesicles (Bions) 1942
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 1 Number 3 1942
Interval 1-33 Pag. 193-255
06 William F. Thorburn. Mechanistic Medicine and the Biopathies 1942
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 1 Number 3 1942
Interval 65-66 Pag. 257-258
07 Theodore P. Wolfe. A Sex-Economic Note on Academic Sexology 1942
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 1 Number 3 1942
Interval 67-73 Pag. 259-265
08 Wilhelm Reich. Experimental Orgone Therapy of the Cancer Biopathy (1932-1943)
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 2 Number 1 1943
Interval 6-96 Pag. 1-92
09 Lucille Bellamy. Vegetotherapeutic Gymnastics 1943
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 2 Numbers 2 3 1943
Interval 49-55 Pag. 141-147
10 Theodore P. Wolfe. Mis Conceptions of Sex-Economy as Evidenced im Book Reviews 1943
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 2 Numbers 2 3 1943
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Interval 74-80 Pag. 166-172
11- Carl Arnold. A Theory of Living Functioning 1944
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 3 Number 1 1944
Interval 22-42 Pag. 17-37
12 Notes Editorial. Rational and Irrational Discussion of Orgone Biophysics 1944
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 3 Number 1 1944
Interval 79-84 Pag. 74-79
13 Theodore P. Wolfe. The Stumbling Block in Medicine and Pshichiatry 1942
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 3 Numbers 2 3 1944
Interval 69-91 Pag. 175-187
14 Wilhelm Reich. Anorgonia in the Carcinomatous Shering Biopathy 1944
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 4 Number 1 1945
Interval 3-35 Pag. 1-33
15 Notes Editorial. Cold Facts. Orgone Accumulator 1945
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 4 Number 1 1945
Interval 102-102 Pag. 100-100
16 Notes Editorial. Free Love 1945
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 4 Number 1 1945
Interval 106-106 Pag. 104-104
17 Notes Editorial. Orgonotic Contact. Letter from a Reader 1945
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 4 Numbers 2 3 1945
Interval 81-82 Pag. 203-204
18 Wilhelm Reich. Fron the History of Orgone Biophysics 1947
McF 207 Annals of the Orgone Institute, Number 1. 1947
Interval 58-67 Pag. 108-126
--------------------------------------------------------------Orgone Energy Bulletin
------------------------------Orgone Biologics
------------------------01 James A. Willie. The use a Male Dummy in Medical Orgone Therapy
McF 209 Orgone Energy Bulletin, Vol. 1, No. 2. Apr. 1949
Interval 9-13 Pag. 61-69
02 Notes. A Psichoanalytic Dilema and Bionous Disintegration in Wood 1940
McF 209 Orgone Energy Bulletin, Vol. 1, No. 2. Apr. 1949
Interval 21-23 Pag. 85-88
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03 Editorial. Public Responsability in the Early Diagnosis of Cancer 1949
McF 301 Orgone Energy Bulletin, Vol. 1, No. 3. Jul. 1949
Interval 11-14 Pag. 110-116
04 M. S Reviews. Harper & Brothers 1949
McF 301 Orgone Energy Bulletin, Vol. 1, No. 3. Jul. 1949
Interval 26-27 Pag. 141-142
05 Walter Hoppe. Further Experiences with the Orgone Accumulator 1950
McF 303 Orgone Energy Bulletin, Vol. 2, No. 1. Jan. 1950
Interval 11-13 Pag. 16-21
06 Helen E. McDonald. Wilhelm Reichs concept Cancer Biopathy I 1950
McF 305 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 2, No. 3. Jul. 1950
Interval 18-21 Pag. 124-130
07 Orgonomie and Chemical Cancer Research. A Brief Comparacion 1950
McF 305 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 2, No. 3. Jul. 1950
Interval 25-27 Pag. 139-142
08 On The Record. Wilhelm Reichs Priority in Cancer Test 1950
McF 306 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 2, No. 4. Oct. 1950
Interval 35-35 Pag. 220-221
09 Reviews. Correction Regarding a Control of Reichs Cancer Experiments 1950
McF 306 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 2, No. 4. Oct. 1950
Interval 36-37 Pag. 222-224
10 Wilhelm Reich Cancer Ceells in Experiment XX 1950
McF 307 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 3, No. 1. Jan. 1951
Interval 3-4 Pag. 1-3
11 Orgone Biologics. Ruler to Follow in Basic Research 1951
McF 307 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 3, No. 1. Jan. 1951
Interval 34-35 Pag. 63-64
12 Wilhelm Reich The Leukemia Problem Approach 1950
McF 308 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 3, No. 2. Apr. 1951
Interval 10-12 Pag. 76-80
13 Simeon J. Tropp. Limeted Surgery in Orgonomic Cancer Therapy 1950
McF 308 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 3, No. 2. Apr. 1951
Interval 12-16 Pag. 81-89
14 On The record. Life in Russia, Cancer Research and Stromy Social Weather 1951
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McF 308 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 3, No. 2. Apr. 1951
Interval 28-29 Pag. 112-115
15 Wilhelm Reich Armoring in a Newborn Infant 1950
McF 309 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 3, No. 3. Jul. 1951
Interval 3-13 Pag. 121-138
16 Archives of Orgone Institute. Wilhelm Reich on the Road to Biogenesis (1935-1939)
McF 309 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 3, No. 3. Jul. 1951
Interval 17-25 Pag. 146-162
17 Michael Silvert. On the Medical Use of Orgone Energy 1952
McF 311 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 4, No. 1. Jan. 1952
Interval 27-29 Pag. 51-54
18 ElsWorth F. Baker. Genital Anxiety in Nursing Mothers. 1952
McF 311 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 4, No. 1. Jan. 1952
Interval 11-17 Pag. 19-31
19 Arthur Steig. Orgone Energy Metabolism 1952
McF 311 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 4, No. 1. Jan. 1952
Interval 29-31 Pag. 54-58
20 Wilhelm Reich Orgonomic Diagnosis of Cancer Biopathy 1952
McF 312 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 4, No. 2. Apr. 1952
Interval 2-34 Pag. 65-128
21 Ola Raknes. Letter to Reich (1950) 1952
McF 314 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 4, No. 4. Oct. 1952
Interval 21-25 Pag. 207-214
22 On the Record. Clarifications 1952
Orgone and energy in the Brain, Emotionally Positive and Promise Cancer Cure
McF 314 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 4, No. 4. Oct. 1952
Interval 26-28 Pag. 217-221
23 Elsworth F. Baker. A Grave Therapeitic Problem 1953
McF 315 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 5, No. 1,2. Mar. 1953
Interval 32-37 Pag. 60-70
24 Kenneth M. Bremer. Medical Effects of Orgone Energy 1953
McF 315 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 5, No. 1,2. Mar. 1953
Interval 37-44 Pag. 71-84
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----------------Orgone Biologics
----------------01 Robert A. McCullough. Antibiotics Cloudseeding and Life Energy 1955
McF 318 CORE. Vol. 7, No. 1,2. Mar. 1955
Interval 22-25 Pag. 40-46
02 Eva Reich. Early Diagnosis of cancer of the uterus 1943
McF 318 CORE. Vol. 7, No. 1,2. Mar. 1955
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McF 319 CORE. Vol. 7, No. 3,4. Dec. 1955
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